book

Figure 4. Time lapse for the three testes bores: (a)-(c) d0
d0 0.4 m, h0 5 cm.

0.7 m, h0

were tested, but only two are here presented (h0
3 cm, 5 cm). Compared to the dry bed surges, for
all bores higher vertical run-ups were observed (Figure 4a), probably due to the greater steepness of the
front. For all configurations with three pipes (3P,
d0 0.7 m), the building is fully overflowed and submerged. For the bore produced with only one pipe (1P,
d0 0.4 m), splashes higher than the building height
were observed, however the structure was not overflowed. Similarly to the sur-ges, the constriction due
to presence of the building resulted into a change in the
flow regime with waves propagating in the upstream
direction. Like the previous case, the decreasing part of
the wave was similar to a steady flow around a squared
obstacle.

leading to damages and devastation. The purpose of
this study was to describe the main phenomena appearing during the impact of waves against an impervious
30 30 cm aluminum cube, reproducing a residential
house of 9 9 m if a Froude scaling ratio of 1:30 is
assumed. The project is based on an experimental
approach and waves were produced using a vertical
release technique. Given their different behavior, both
dry bed surges and wet bed bores were tested. Highspeed cameras were used to gain a better insight and
provide better support. Vi-sual observations proved
that overall surges and bores with the same equivalent
impoundment depths presented similar behaviors. For
all scenarios the wave impact presented high splashes
and some turbulent air entrainment on the upstream
side of the building. In general bores showed higher
splashes, probably due to their steeper front. The presence of the building provoked a constriction, with
a decrease in flow velocity and an increase of the
water level. The combination of these effects lead to
a change in the flow regime and a propagation of
a bore in the upstream direction. For all waves produced using three pipes (d0 0.7 m) an overflow was

4

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Following the failure of a dam, a landslide into a lake or
an offshore earthquake, a dam-break wave, an impulse
wave or a tsunami are produced. Buildings located in
the trajectory might be hit by this pro-pagating waves,
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3 cm (d)-(f) d0

0.7 m, h0

5 cm and (g)-(j)

observed and the structure was fully submerged. For
the smallest waves the structure was not overflowed
and the roof could be used as a vertical shelter in case
of tsunami alert. As expected from literature, the visual
observations proved a substantial difference in behavior between bores and surges. The same difference
was observed during the building impact, however at
this early stage it is premature to decide which type
represents the more critical scenario. Further investigations are necessary and the measurements of impact
forces essential to decide which type should be used
to design wave-resistant houses. Furthermore, these
findings only apply to impervious structures; the presence of opening such as windows and doors could
completely change the behavior of the flow.
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NOTATION
B
d0
H
h
h0
hmax
k
t
x
β

channel width [m]
initial equivalent impoundment depth [m]
building height and width [m]
wave height [m]
initial water depth in the channel [m]
maximum wave height [m]
building stiffness [N/m]
time [s]
longitudinal direction of the channel [m]
blockage ratio
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